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WILD & WIERD
HUNT
See something wild,
wierd, or strange on
your ride? Get a picture of it, you and/or
your bike (preferably
both). You could win a
prize at the Banquet
Next year!

THE QUEEN MUM’S
MUSINGS
“ GET ON YOUR BIKES AND
RIDE!” … “FAT BOTTOM
GIRLS,” QUEEN, ( THE GROUP,
NOT…OH NEVER MIND! )
YES! It’s officially Spring. The
nighttime temperatures are still in the 20’s
but we have already had some beautiful
riding weather. Even with the chill in the
air on Saturday the bikes were out in full
force for our meeting at European
Motorcycles of Pittsburgh. The turnout
was admirable & I even saw a few people
“stimulating the economy” at the cash
register. A big thank you goes out to Lee
Marks for supporting our club.
As we heard from Ed at the meeting,
the weekends are filling up quickly as
Club rides & rally trips are being penciled
in. So, sharpen those pencils. There are a
lot of rides in the works. I believe that ride
planning & motorcycle magazines are the
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APRIL MEETING INFO
The April meeting of the Four Winds
BMW Riders will be held, from 2–
5PM on Sat., April 18, 2009 at The
Rochester Inn Hardwood Grill, 505
Rochester Rd., Pittsburgh, PA 15237,.
Phone: 412.364.8166. The meal will
be from the menu. Directions are on
the back page.
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PUBLICATION INFO
The Four Winds BMW Riders
Newsletter is published for
members’ use. Articles’ and pictures’ copyrights are held by
their authors. Author’s permission should be obtained before
any form of republication.
Editor: Ralph Meyer
Deadline: Articles submitted must
be received by the editor no
later than 6:00 PM on the
Tuesday after the club meeting of the month preceding the
month of publication (e.g.,
Apr. Meeting: Apr. 18; May issue deadline: Tues., Apr. 21st).
Articles/Info rec’d after deadline go in next month’s newsletter.
Submission information:
E-mail submissions: Send as attachments with “4 Winds Newsletter Article” in the e-mail
‘Subject’ line to:
<meyer@zoominternet.net>
Articles on Disk Media mail to:
Ralph Meyer, Editor
4 Winds Newsletter
6056 Meadow Lane
Bakerstown, PA 15007-9720
Submission formats:
Articles: Send as plain text with
headings and hdg depth defined,
or in Word Processor (e.g., MS
Word) format. Save trees: avoid
paper if you can.
Pictures and graphics: Submit in
JPEG or TIFF format with
clearly marked locations in the
article.
Long articles may be split between
issues.
National Club Affiliations: Four
Winds BMW Riders is chartered club #6 of the BMWMOA
and chartered club #76 of the
BMWRA
Newsletters in color PDF format
are at the Four Winds Site,
www.4windsbmw.org . Download a free Adobe PDF reader
by clicking the ‘Get Adobe
Reader ’
button
at
www.adobe.com and following
the directions thereafter provided.
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MEETING SCHEDULE 2009
Mark the dates on your calendars,
but remember...
All meeting sites are tentative.
Please check the web site and
newsletter for changes and updates.
April, 2009 — The Rochester Inn,
Rochester Rd, Pittsburgh
May, 2009 — John and Joann Barr’s
June, 2009 — President’s Ride - Begins in Zelienople to Black Forest
Restaurant, Parker, PA
July, 2009 — Tony Capriotti’s, Penn
Hills
August, 2009 — Friday, August 14
to
Sunday,
August
16
43rd Annual Four Winds Rally!
September, 2009 — Leo and Holly
Stanton’s
October, 2009 — Uno’s Pizza, Cranberry
November, 2009 — TBA
December, 2009 — No Monthly Meeting

APRIL 2009 SHACK
Will be held on Wednesday the
15th from 7 to 10PM at Leo and
Holly Stanton’s.
Directions: Take Rt. 51 South.
About 8 miles or so south of the
Liberty Tunnels, you’ll cross a railroad track and the Hwy 43/Turnpike. About .6 mile after the Railroad, take the Scotia Hollow Rd ‘Y’
to the right to Ridge Rd. Cross
Ridge Rd and Turn Right onto
Walton Rd. Leo’s Driveway,
#3015, is on the right on Walton,
after you pass Dale Ln/Rd on the
right.

top two things that get us through the
Pennsylvania Winters. Well, heated grips
& clothing also help!
The upcoming rides were mentioned at
the meeting and I’m sure they are also
listed elsewhere in this fine publication
(Thank you, Ralph!) We would also like to
start adding some rides to the meeting
sites, but you’re going to have to keep an
eye on the forum for updates on that
because they are still in the planning
stage. If you would like to lead a ride to

ONGOING EVENTS
Breakfast Rides, et al.:
These rides are free-form. Those
attending decide what they
want to do and where, if anywhere, they want to ride. If you
just want to show up in the car
and have breakfast with fellow
motorcyclists, that’s fine too.

COME! EAT! CHAT! RIDE!
Ride Schedule — Month:
Sun, Apr 5 — North at King’s, I79 & Rt 910/VIP Dr., 10:00
AM
Sat, Apr 11 — West at Bob Evans,
Rt 60 & Campbell’s Run Rd,
9:00 AM
Sun, Apr 19 — South at King's,
3049 Washington Pike, off Exit
54, I-79, Bridgeville, 10:00
AM
Sat, Apr 25 — East at Dick’s, Rt
22
Westbound
Side,
Monroeville, 9:00 AM
If you’re going to a breakfast
ride, you might want to notify others: It’s not necessary,
but it’d be nice to let others
know you’re going to a particular Breakfast Ride by putting
a notice on the 4-Winds Site
Message Board’s Breakfast
Ride section saying so. That’ll
help save a rider from discovering too late that no one else
is going that day. The Breakfast Ride’s URL is: http://
www.4windsbmw.org/forum/
viewforum.php?f=9 . Be sure
to erase your post after the ride
if you can so the board doesn’t
get cluttered.

one of the meetings or know a good road
to take, let me know. In the meantime, if
you haven’t been riding all along, get your
bike off the trickle charger, dust off your
lid, see if you need to buy bigger riding
pants (or maybe just lay off the Girl Scout
cookies…), just get on the bike and ride.
Ride to work. Ride to the corner store.
Ride around the block. Get your bike in
shape. Get yourself in shape. Practice
those riding skills before you get on the
road for those big trips.

Last, but not least, please take the time to review the rally positions that need to be filled and volunteer for something. Encourage
your riding buddies to volunteer as well. Make it a group event! Most positions are manageable jobs that do not take a lot of time &
effort. Maggie has already taken care of the hard stuff. We don’t want to have to “make you an offer you can’t refuse”, but we will if
we have to…

BE CAREFUL OUT THERE.
SEE YOU NEXT MONTH,
NANCY

FOUR WINDS BMW RIDERS MARCH 21, 2009
MEETING MINUTES
Location: European Motorcycles of Pittsburgh, Wexford
Board Attendance: Nancy Barrett, Ed Syphan, Larry Shockling, Joann Barr, Diane Pears, Patrick Barrett
The meeting was called to order by President Nancy Barrett at 1 p.m.
Treasurer’s Report: Larry Shockling stated that as of yesterday he had 38 memberships and 7 associate memberships for 2009. Ten more
memberships were paid today at the meeting. Current balance is $11,035.
Rally Report: Maggie Weaver said our rally ad is in the RA magazine, but did not show up in the MOA yet. Sheets will be passed around
at next month’s meeting for volunteer sign ups. Please review the comprehensive volunteer positions list which is posted on the website
and was in the March newsletter. It was stressed that volunteers are needed to commit to specific positions ahead of time. Showing up
at the rally and asking “how can I help?” is appreciated, but it’s NOT enough to make it run smoothly.
Newsletter Printing Expenses: Thanks to Ralph Meyer, our dedicated newsletter editor, it is larger than ever before, which also means it
costs more to print and mail. Anyone who is still receiving a hard copy in the mail and can receive one online through email or read it
on our 4Winds website, is encouraged to do so to help reduce the expense. If anyone has trouble downloading it from the website,
contact Ralph who can email it directly to you. Ralph is to let Nancy know the breakdown of cost to print and mail one newsletter. As
always, articles and tidbits from members are needed.
Ride Report: Ed Syphan gave an update. Watch for ride lists with dates and details in each newsletter and on the website forum.
A new ride has been added for May 9th (weather permitting) to Sampey Park in Perryopolis as a destination near Al Vangura’s house
to meet up with him, and possibly check out an historic site nearby. Patrick will check on pavilion availability.
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Margaret suggested that we coordinate a ride to the Laurel Highlands rally (June 19 - 21) to encourage support for our neighbor club.
Alex Walters gave an update on the Shriner’s ride July 12. 100 miles on two-lane twisty roads, prizes, entertainment, food, Chinese
auction. There is a new prize for the club with the highest percentage of their club members pre registering. He will get preregistration forms for us as soon as they are available.
The Dayton Air Museum ride has been pushed back to sometime in September.
“Oddities Photos” Contest: Due to popular demand, a new quest for this year was announced by Ed Syphan. Take photos of “oddities”
you see on your rides, submit them at the end of the year, and they will be displayed at the banquet where all attendees will vote for their
favorites. Prizes will be awarded. Quantities do not matter. Watch for further explanation.
Mileage Contest: Forms are still available at the meetings and online in the February newsletter.
Meetings: Nancy asked for suggestions for speakers, presentations, or topics for meetings.
A chronic problem has been people forgetting to pay their bill at restaurant meetings. The last people there have had to pay for
someone else or the club has to pay. Remember to PAY BEFORE YOU LEAVE!
Guests: Joe Martin and Patrick Hesidence
New Members: Patrick Hesidence from the North Hills riding a R1200C Montauk, Jeffrey Harlich and son Jacob Harlich. Welcome back
to members returning from hiatus: Adrian and Lois Marini.
50/50 Winner: Joe Martin (first time guest of Tom Meyers)
Door Prize Winner: Tom Meyers = a vintage Steve McQueen shirt
Thanks to Patrick Barrett for the club picture preceding these minutes!

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, DIANE PEARS, RECORDING SECRETARY

SAVE ON BIKE PURCHASE IN ‘09

THOSE WHO PURCHASE NEW MOTORCYCLES AND
SCOOTERS WILL SAVE IN 2009
PICKERINGTON, Ohio — Vehicles eligible for the motorcycle tax
deduction added to the American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act are likely to include on-road and dual-sport motorcycles, as
well as motorscooters and mopeds, according to the American
Motorcyclist Association (AMA). The tax deduction — first reported by the AMA on Feb. 14 — was added at the eleventh
hour to the landmark $787 billion stimulus package that President Barack Obama signed into law on Feb. 17. “While we are
awaiting final language from the Treasury Department, we believe that many motorcycles and scooters will qualify,” said Ed
Moreland, AMA vice president for government relations. “We
have AMA members to thank, because they responded to our
appeal to contact their legislators to make sure that motorcycles

were part of this inclusive and equitable solution.” Moreland
added that the efforts of Harley-Davidson, together with AMA,
were instrumental in obtaining the same tax deduction that was
provided in the stimulus plan for automobile, light truck and RV
purchasers. The law also includes a 10 percent tax credit up to
$2,500 for street-legal electric motorcycles purchased by December 2011.
The sales and excise tax deduction applies to motorcycles purchased
between Feb. 17 and Dec. 31, 2009, with a GVWR (gross vehicle weight rating) less than an 8,500 lbs., and costing less than
$49,500. Individuals can take the deduction if they make less
than $125,000, or $250,000 for joint filers. The deduction is
phased out for taxpayers with income between $125,000 and
$135,000 ($250,000 to $260,000 for a joint return). Individuals
do not have to itemize to claim the deduction.
What qualifies as a motorcycle in the economic stimulus law? According to section 571.3 of title 49, Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR), a motorcycle is defined under federal law as “a motor
vehicle with motive power having a seat or saddle for the use of
the rider and designed to travel on not more than three wheels in
contact with the ground.” In addition, a “motor-driven cycle means
a motorcycle with a motor that produces 5 brake horsepower or
less.”
To illustrate the impact of the tax deduction, consider the case of a

FOR SALE
Please note: If you sell your item, please notify the newsletter editor so it can be removed from this list.
1975 R75/6 for sale -- New paint, dual plugged and electronic ignition, NEW carbs!.. Looks and (RAN) excellent, but it has been
in storage for 5 years. My son has been in Iraq for a long time and now he wants me to sell it. Will need battery, carb clean,
fluids changed and some tinkering with the throttle, which is sticky. Neutral light doesn’t work. Has new leather corbin seat
and original and a new parrabellum windshield. Will entertain offers over $2,000, otherwise I will part it out on eBay Mitch
Kehn j.kehn@verizon.net
2004 R1150RT, Silver, for sale -- Loaded! 7000 miles; twin spark. Asking $9500 OBO, Dr. Guy Skelly, Ph.: 724-872-4215.
R1150RT/R1200RT STUFF for sale:...1) stock Radio hardware & antenna, 2) tank bag "needs work" 3) trunk box with liner,
also "needs work" (lock to go with your bike’s key?) 4) bag liners for stock side bags, all 4 items fit a 2003 R1150RT. I also
have a tank bag off of a 2006 R1200RT. Call Walt at 412-922-0570 or e-mail wbhalaja@msn.com and we can haggle on price!
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new motorcycle purchase of $10,500. For a 7.5 percent sales tax
rate, the tax would be $787.50. To take advantage of the new
law, purchasers would include that amount on their 2009 federal income tax return, meaning that their taxable income would
be reduced by that amount before taxes are calculated. States set
their own sales tax rates, so the actual amount of savings will
depend on the taxpayer’s state and tax rate.
“This victory indicates that our legislators are starting to recognize
how motorcycles reduce traffic congestion, provide efficient use
of limited parking, lessen the impact on our roads and bridges
and help reduce our dependence on foreign oil,” said Moreland.
Moreland added that the AMA would provide additional details
of the tax deduction as soon as the Treasury Department issues
its final rules. Among the questions to be answered are what
model-year products are covered, including yet-to-be-released
2010 models; whether or not all unsold, new models are included,
regardless of year; and whether or not off-road motorcycles are
included.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

AMA RIDING ANNOUNCES FIVE
AMA GRAND TOURS FOR 2009
PICKERINGTON, Ohio — The AMA Grand Tours Series with
KOA Along the Way is growing this year, offering even more
fun for riders all over the United States. This year’s Grand Tours
will challenge, surprise and entertain riders, while giving them
an excellent excuse to see some of the country’s best roads and
most interesting places.”We had a great season in 2008, with
more riders joining more of our tours than ever,” said AMA
Riding’s Dave Hembroff. “This year, we are expanding the opportunities for riders to experience the fun and excitement of
these self-directed riding competitions.” AMA Grand Tours are
unique road-riding contests that lay out a unique list of requirements and a deadline by which participants must complete them.
The events are popular because they allow riders to accomplish
the goals on their own schedule and at theirown pace.
The AMA Grand Tours Series continues to grow with the backing of
Kampgrounds of America (KOA) and the series’ other prize sponsors. Five AMA-chartered riding clubs will each present a
uniquely themed Grand Tour. “These clubs have years of experience with road events,” Hembroff said. “With their help and
imagination, this is looking to be our most rewarding Grand Tour
season yet!”
All participants in AMA Grand Tours receive a year-long discount
card for stays at KOA Kampgrounds in the United States and
Canada, as well as other gifts from the promoting clubs. All riders who finish an AMA Grand Tours Series with KOA Along the
Way event will earn one entry in the series grand prize drawing
to be held in December. Riders who complete at least four of the
five Grand Tours will receive a Master Grand Tourer certificate
from AMA Riding, as well as an extra entry into the grand prize
drawing.
More information, as well as an online sign-up form, can be found
at www.amadirectlink.com/roadride/GrandTours09.asp. Or, email AMA Riding’s Hembroff at dhembroff@ama-cycle.org. The
five Grand Tours that will make up the 2009 AMA Grand Tours
Series with KOA Along the Way are:
The Color the World with KOA Grand Tour presented by the
Midnight Riders. Riders are required to find at least 30 destinations with one of 10 colors in their names, such as White County
or Silver Creek, and take a picture of their bike there. The surprise comes in that you won’t know how many points you’ve

earned until the end of the Grand Tour, when the Midnight Riders will draw cards to determine how many points will be assigned to each color. The rider with the most points wins a prize.
Some riders will hedge their bets and collect many colors. Others will gamble and collect several of one. Participants in this
Grand Tour will earn bonus points for visiting KOA’s motorcycle-friendly camping resorts. For details, visit www.midnightriders-mc.com.
The Grand Tour of Ireland presented by the Irish Riders Motorcycle Club. You won’t need a shamrock for luck as you take on
this AMA Grand Tour because the Irish Riders will provide all
the direction you need to visit destinations harkening back to the
ol’ Sod, earning points along the way. Participants in this Grand
Tour will earn bonus points for visiting KOA’s motorcycle-friendly
camping resorts. Find more information and to sign up, visit
www.irishridersmc.com.
The American Roadside Attractions Grand Tour presented by
Road Winders Motorcycle Club. What could be more American
than an 11-foot ball of twine or an auto graveyard known as
Carhenge? Do you want to find out? The Road Winders want to
help you find as much real American roadside kitsch as possible.
Make sure you have your camera ready and get on the road! Participants in this Grand Tour will earn bonus points for visiting
KOA’s motorcycle-friendly camping resorts. E-mail
hogman19053@yahoo.com for more details.
The Ride with the AMA Classic Grand Tour presented by the
Dayton Motorcycle Club, celebrating the AMA’s 85th Anniversary. Do you know what the towns of Jamaica Plain, Mass.;
Kalamazoo, Mich.; and Panama City, Fla., have in common? Well,
for starters they’re all stops on this year’s AMA National Grand
Tour. They’re among the 400 cities and towns in the United States
that have “A-M-A” somewhere in their name. Last run in 2003,
this year’s Classic Grand Tour celebrates the AMA’s 85 years
protecting and promoting the interests of motorcyclists. Participants in this Grand Tour will earn bonus points for visiting KOA’s
motorcycle-friendly camping resorts. Dust off the atlas, do some
planning and come along. Find out how at www.daytonmc.com.
The USA Four Corners Grand Tour presented by the Southern
California Motorcycle Association (SCMA) This Grand Tour is
for serious-mileage riders only. The point of this extreme Grand
Tour is to visit the four geographic corners of the United States.
Easy, right? The catch is you have 21 days to do it. If you feel up
for it, the four official checkpoints are: San Ysidro, Calif.; Blaine,
Wash.; Madawaska, Maine; and Key West, Fla. Complete rules
and a sign-up form are available at www.usa4corners.org.
About the American Motorcyclist Association: Since 1924, the
AMA has promoted and protected the motorcycling lifestyle. AMA
members come from all walks of life and they navigate many
different routes on their journey to the same destination: freedom on two wheels. As the world’s largest motorcycle organization with nearly 300,000 members, the AMA advocates for motorcyclists’ interests in the halls of local, state and federal government, the committees of international governing organizations
and the court of public opinion. Through member clubs, promoters and partners, the AMA sanctions more motorsports competition events than any other organization in the world. Through its
Motorcycle Hall of Fame Museum, the AMA preserves the heritage of motorcycling for future generations. For more information, visit www.AmericanMotorcyclist.com .
American Motorcyclist Association, 13515 Yarmouth Dr.,
Pickerington,OH 43147
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OUR FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT
REPORTING FROM SPOKANE, WA
SPRING TRAINING
A SAFETY TALK FOR THE NEW RIDING SEASON:
YOU MANAGE YOUR RIDE
Jürgen Brune, reporting
I work in mine safety. We find out how mine workers get injured on
the job and develop engineering interventions to prevent that from
happening again. Other accidents can be prevented through better
management: Housekeeping is a good example to eliminate slipping and tripping hazards.
Motorcycle safety has a lot to do with engineering interventions:
We have lights on our bikes to make us visible, powerful engines,
equally powerful brakes (some with ABS), highly engineered tires,
shocks to keep these tires in contact with the road, and so on. However, many more accidents are prevented by good management: How
do you manage your ride?
As you prepare for that first ride of the season, and anytime you
plan to ride a motorcycle that has not been ridden for a while, take
the time and check out your ride.
Here are my top 25 tips - I’m sure you all have heard and read
them many times, but you have to remind yourself about safety all
the time, especially if you expose yourself to the hazards of riding
motorcycles.
Do a series of pre-op checks with the bike in your garage:
1. How’s your tire pressure? Yeah, BMW riders check it religiously
before every ride, right? Right! Seriously, after your bike has
been sitting for weeks or months, you need to check! Even if you
have the fancy electronic pressure indicator, do a manual check
every so often.
2. Are your tires in good shape? Carefully inspect the running surface and the sidewalls for cuts, bumps, cracks in the rubber (especially on older tires), runout (spin the wheel to check), tread
wear (look for the letters “TWI” on the sidewall that mark the
tread wear indicator locations), cupping, flat spots, nails (some
nails can live in your tire for weeks and you won’t see a drop in
air pressure) etc. Remember, a car can usually be controlled to a
safe stop if one of the four tires slips or blows out, but on a
motorcycle, if one of two tires lose pressure or grip, this usually
ends in a crash.
3. Wheels: Are all your spokes tight? When you ding them with a
screwdriver they should all have about the same pitch. If one is
loose, you should tighten it but then have the wheel inspected by
a professional. Same with replacing missing or broken spokes.
Are the wheels straight (spin them to check runout). Any dents
in the rim? On the centerstand and with the wheel in the air,
grab it at the 3 o’clock - 9 o’clock locations and jiggle it check
for bearing play. Same at 6 o’clock - 12 o’clock - if you feel play,
take the bike to an expert to check.
4. Controls: Are all the brake and clutch levers working and “feeling” fine? Are they hard to pull or hesitate to go back? Does the
throttle return without sticking? Can you shift through all the
gears by hand (you may need to turn the real wheel and pull in
the clutch)? Do the handlebars move freely but without play in
the steering head bearings? Check your brake pads - get a friend
or expert to help if you’re not sure how.
5. Check your clutch play. With mechanical clutches, the manual
usually tells you how. Walk the bike back and forth in first gear
with the clutch pulled in: You should not feel any drag - if you
do, the clutch is not separating properly.
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6. Suspension: As you sit on the bike with both wheels on the ground,
can you feel the forks or rear shocks sticking when you bounce
up and down in the seat? Is the damping working? (If not, you
can rock the bike into a steady bounce up and down - you likely
will need to properly dial in your suspension or replace the
shocks.)
7. Lights: All working (test both brakes), no condensation behind
the glass, all clean and visible? Is the headlight properly adjusted (usually, you can check this with the help of your manual.)
Do the bulbs appear dim?
8. Do all the switches work? Check the function of the engine cutoff
switch and the sidestand switch (Check your manual: With most
bikes, the engine will cut off if you put it into first gear with the
sidestand down. This is a lifesaving function so no compromises
here.)
9. Fluids: Check engine oil, coolant, brake and clutch reservoirs
and of course, fuel in your tank (you did remember to fill up your
tank before putting it away for the winter and add fuel stabilizer,
didn’t you). Also, check engine, transmission and final drive for
fluid leaks. Any leak should be cleaned up and fixed before you
ride - you don’t want oil or coolant lubricating your brakes or
tires and turn your road ride into a sled ride.
10. Chassis walkaround: Are centerstand and sidestand moving freely
without sticking or feeling “loose”? Are your panniers mounted
tightly? Is the seat locked? Anything rattling or loose? Bolts or
nuts missing anywhere? Finally, is your registration and insurance current?
Now that your bike is ready for that first ride, here are a few riding
checks that you should conduct during a special test ride before
you go out with your buddies for the first group ride:
11. Brakes: Test both brakes independently. Find a clean, straight,
empty road or parking lot and practice full stops from 15 to 20
mph with front, then rear, and finally, both brakes. Check your
manual to understand if you have linked brakes - your bike will
respond differently depending on how the brakes are linked. On
some BMWs, using the front brake will also apply the rear brake.
Be careful not to lock up the wheels. If you have ABS, you can
check its function by braking really hard but this is not without
risk: If the ABS malfunctions, you will likely crash.
12. Steering: Is the bike steering with easy, does it “feel” right? Do
a weave at slow speed to check your steering head bearings. No
thunking noises, wobbles, funny feelings? Riding straight, if
you hold your grips very lightly, can you feel a wobble? Do you
have to lean your bike over to ride in a straight line?
13. Are your throttle, clutch and gear shifting working properly?
Test your clutch on an open road by shifting into a high gear and
rolling on full throttle from about 2000 rpm without touching the
clutch: Observe that the speedometer and the tachometer go up
in sync. If the tach rises much faster than the speedo or you hear
your engine suddenly revving out of control, your clutch may be
slipping.
14. Are your instruments working (speedo, tach, indicator lights,
odometer, brake function indicators)
15. Noises and sounds: Any rattles, unusual sounds, does the engine run well or does it need a tune-up? Does it “pull” the way
it used to? Does the transmission shift with ease and without
noises?
Manage your riding skills by practicing basic riding skills and maneuvers:
16. The best way to refresh your riding skills and learn some easy
practice exercises is by taking the MSF Experienced Rider Course
or the equivalent in the Idaho or Oregon programs. Classes are

offered starting in March.
17. Braking and emergency stops. As you come to a standstill, you
should be in first gear, right foot stays on the brake, left foot
down to support the bike. Every time!
18. Slow speed maneuvers such as U-turns or 90-degree right turns
from a stopped position.
19. Weaves and swerves. You can cut old tennis balls in half and set
up a weave course in an empty parking lot. Even better, use an
MSF training range when there is no class.
20. Practice awareness skills: Ride defensively and expect others to
make stupid moves that compromise your path and create a hazard for you. Think about the what-ifs and the “what happens
next” and plan your reaction. Awareness skills are trained by
practicing on every ride!
Manage the road hazards
21. Wear your protective gear. All the gear, all the time (ATGATT).
Full-face, snug-fitting, DOT-approved helmet with a clean visor
(get a new one if it’s scratched), jacket with protectors in shoulders, elbows and back, pants with protectors in hips and knees,
sturdy, over-the-ankle boots that won’t come off in a tumble,
full-fingered motorcycle gloves (not ski or construction gloves),
sunglasses and earplugs.
22. Watch for the typical spring problems: A sudden, unexpected
snow, icy bridge decks, or slippery ice melt solution on the roads,
oily grime that has not been washed away by rain in months,
potholes, debris in areas where the snow finally melted, rocks
falling on the road from freeze-thaws, wet leaves left over from
last fall - the list goes on and on! Slow down and examine your
path far enough ahead so that you have plenty of time to stop or
make an evasive maneuver.
23. Treat gravel, snow, and ice with the utmost respect: Slow down
and maintain the bike upright, keep a steady throttle, neither
accelerating nor chopping back. No brakes either - if you must
brake, carefully use only the rear brake. ABS can save your
bacon but only if the bike is going straight and not leaning.
24. Remember that car and truck drivers haven’t seen you around
all winter. They don’t remember us motorcyclists, and even if
they did, they still tend to not see us and to be surprised by our
presence. Be visible, be conspicuous, wear a reflective vest.
Biker black looks cool, but you are not visible to those that need
to see you!
25. Weather can be a road hazard: Dress for it, stay warm and dry.
Heated gear, heated grips and windshields provide comfort and
protection, but hypothermia slows down your reflexes and control skills.

JÜRGEN

NORTH BREAKFAST RIDE
3/1//09
It looked like great riding weather at least so far as the weather report was concerned: Cold (I had 23.6° when I left home), no snow,
roads clear except for the occasional grit and salt that hadn’t been
washed off in the rain during the hot weather (48°) we’d had earlier
in the week, and the sun was supposed to (and did) shine. On top of
that, Ron Latkovic (AKA Reddy-K) had lined up the riders’ favorite
venue at Kings: their front room that would handle at least 20 people.
On a couple of North Breakfast rides, we’ve darn near filled the
place, and didn’t do badly this day either. By the time all the bikes
were parked (and the 4 wheelers) were parked, the preliminary tires
kicked outside, and the slim and pretty waitress picking up java orders inside, there were eleven of us present: John “Long Rider” Allen,
Frank “The KLR Kid” Beatrous, Jack “The Blue Knight” Bramcamp,
Walt “Traveler” Halaja, Ron “Camper” Kranz, Ron “Reddy K”
Latkovic (also known among Lee Marks’ motorcycle mavens as “The
Motorcycleholic”), Chuck “Gimme a Cat!(erpillar)” Niederriter, Dave
“Two Spark” McLauglin, Larry “The Manager” Morley, Paul “PW,
the computer’s friend” White, and myself, Ralph “Princeton Magic”
Meyer (Rowrf!).
Proceedings got started around ten o’clock, and continued at a
jolly roar that lessened when the pancakes, home fries, sausages,
corned beef hash, scrambled eggs, hash browns, muffins (NOT Mc!),
biscuits, bacon, toast, milk, tea (did anybody have tea? No? Dang,
our good friend Sonny “Brigadier” Robison was absent on this cold
morning) and meat lovers’ omelettes (several) were brought. Rehashing old rides, covering new technology and bikes, and solution
of wrenching problems of valuable mien went on apace accompanied by delicious refills of fresh coffee. Plates were cleared, coffee

On the Net...

Have you found a neat location on the Internet? Send the URL in with a brief description of what
it’s about to the editor and we’ll post it here for the benefit of your fellow riders...
Note: copy or type the underlined link into your browser’s URL textbox and hit ‘Go’ or ‘Enter’ to go there.
Our Four Winds Site, what else??? http://www.4windsbmw.org . And always remember never to forget, you can get this and
past color copies of the Newsletter in PDF format there! Check it out if you haven’t already done so.
The BMW K1200R and F800ST Videos: http://videos.howstuffworks.com/discovery-turbo/14000-twist-the-throttlethe-bmw-motorcycle-factory-video.htm --From Ed Syphan
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continued to be
fressed
for
awhile and after
an appropriate
hiatus, the little
plastic rectangles
with the slips denoting the slight
cost of the comestibles consumed and enjoyed by all (if
the smiles and
friendly warmth on faces was any indication) appeared. Eventually
the riding togs and helmets that had been occupying the sideboard at
the end of the room
along with the coffee
pots on the electric
hob were retrieved
by their owners and
we ambled outside to
the bikes again, bit
by bit.
Although the
question was raised
as to whether anyone
had a ride planned,
most, if not all, appeared to have only the route back home in mind for their morning’s
ride this day. So, after a group picture of the Breakfast Ride Bunch
gotten
by
Reddy K after
due ogling the
guys to turn
around and
face the camera (tire kicking was still
going on in
some quarters), we began to peel off
for home.
When only
a few folks
were left, however, it was discovered that PW’s K-LT liked the King’s
parking lot and smell of good food so much it didn’t want to turn
over. I had left already as I had a honeydo list to handle at home, but
Walt sent me the information about the recalcitrant LT and the following report on what happened after the starter button didn’t start
anything: “the Camper had a device that would go from a auto cigarette lighter to another cigarette lighter so as to jump start a vehicle,
but that couldn’t help PW. ...We tried to push start him with John
Allen doing about all the work—Ha...”I can’t run any longer with
my bum knee”...then the camper told us to leave, so 2 Spark and I
followed John Allen thru Sewickley...I peeled off at Beaver Grade
Rd. then headed back to Kings...ran into heavy traffic on 279 and
had to exit then picked up 79 north off of Rt. 60...by the time I got
back they were gone...anyhow PW didn’t think it was the battery,
but that’s what it wound up to be.” I recall similar events from
yore—one in particular during winter when our friend’s bike, Jürgen
Brune’s R800R, wouldn’t start after a club meeting because the bat-
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tery was too low. Some of the folks push started him, and later he
said that he figured running with his Gerbings plugged in and on
high probably depleted it as he hadn’t kept his RPMs up any higher
than normal. Given the temps the morning of the North B-Ride, that
might have been what happened. It’s worthwhile remembering that
if you’ve got a Gerbings or Widder plugged in, your BMW seatheater and handgrip heaters on, and aren’t keeping your revs up, you
could indeed be running off your battery and depleting its charge
enough to prevent starting. If you add to that a radio and GPS, all
those lovely BMW goodies can add up to a lot of juice, and without
the revs, alternators may not be able to keep up with the electrical
draw. Something to keep in mind. In any event, I’m glad it appears
that the old saw “All’s well that ends well” held that day for PW.
Ride safe, and remember during these cold daya, as Reg Pridmore
says in “Smooth Riding,” “RPMs are your friend.” Keep ‘em up!

RALPH

TECH TIP

REPLACING A HANDLEBAR GRIP
Paul Cronin
Recently I had occasion to replace a chewed up throttle grip on my
R69S. I cut the old one off, but the new one would only go on about
an inch. I sprayed the shaft with silicone lubricant. It did not help.
I called Al, (a renowned machinist and Ural restorer), he suggested
spraying the shaft with hair spray. It did not help.
Next I called Rabbit, ( a well-known Ducati and Suzuki bike
restorer). He suggested heating the grip in hot water. This worked a
little. After several trips upstairs to reheat the water, I removed the
shaft from the bike, and carried it upstairs near the stove. I was now
able to reheat the water and soak the unit in a pan. Now I was
making progress, about 1/8 inch per reheat.
About this time, Willa found me in her kitchen; “What are you
doin’? “. I explained. She suggested leaving the pan of water on the
burner with the grip/shaft, bringing it to a boil. Now we were cooking! The grip, grasped with oven mitts, would slide on 1/2 inch at a
time! Soon the grip was on all the way.

PAUL

THE WAY WE WERE
BACK WHEN

ITEMS FROM THE APRIL, 1999 NEWSLETTER
1) The President’s message via Nancy Barrett: I am a more sane
person today than I was yesterday. As a matter of fact, I’m more
sane than I was this morning. I finally had my first ride of the
season! I know what you’re thinking. It’s April and I’m just
entering the riding season??? Well, all I can say is that it’s no
fun being responsible! Everyone else in this household has been
on the bike this year, but today was my first for 1999. I find that
a lot of things go through my mind when riding in the Spring.
Continued on page 16

RIDEOUTS
CLUB RIDES IN 2009
Packard Museum. Cycle Exibit--Sunday, April 19: Leave at 10AM from the Exxon on Rt.68 just west of I-79 Zelienople exit
#87. Don Poremski and the MOC will meet us at the Museum at 12PM for an afternoon of antique motor cycles and inter-club
frivolity followed by lunch at a local restaurant.
Cajun Festival at Campbell Pottery in Edinboro? Enjoy spicy food and spicy music as well as beautiful hand blown glassware.
Wright Patterson Air Museum in Dayton We will be returning to the nation's largest indoor aviation museum. This will depart
on Sat. and return on Sun. Tentative: Sept. 12-13.
Cass Scenic Railroad in WV? This is another over nighter. Take the turn of the century train to the top of the second highest point
in the beautiful Mountaineer State.
Warther Museum in So. OH? This museum contains large scale locomotive models made from ebony and ivory.
Rock and Roll Hall of Shame Take a trip back in time with Ranger Rick--May 3rd, Leave Zelie Exxon Rte 68 off I-79 exit 87 @
9AM for cookout at the Ranger’s then the RR HoS..
A Ride has been added for May 9th (weather permitting) to Sampey Park in Perryopolis as a destination near Al Vangura’s
house to meet up with him, and possibly check out an historic site nearby. Patrick’s checking on pavilion availability. Keep an
eye on the Web site or here for more information as it comes in.
Denny's Pub in Clearfield? Home of the giant burgers. The giant burgers are legendary. Are you up to one?
Vice President's Ride to Clem's new location? Well you know if I have anything to say about destinations, the year won't be
complete without at least one trip to Clem's BBQ. Nancy can have her President's Ride, but I'm headed for Clem's.
As you can see, we have some dates set, but never fear, we're working on the others. Your input is welcomed. If you have ideas for
a ride, let me know. If you don't feel confident about leading a ride, no problem. We can help you, or you can just go along for
the ride. I have already got suggestions from John Bauerlein and John Rolin. Spring’s here, let's be ready!

SYPHOON
Here're some other possibilities of places to ride to to see something:
'Hunt For' wierd stuff along the highway and photograph it, you and your bike. Prize for the best shot according to the
judges at the Banquet.
The Horseshoe Curve National Monument & The Altoona Railroaders’ Memorial Museum
The Washington Trolley-car Museum
The Tour-Ed Coal Mine near Tarentum
Since we have decided to scrap the Nova Scotia trip because of time and money, we want to head south into the Smoky Mountains
and the Motorcycle Playground. No real plans. Dave Thomas Ph. 724-733-4609 davet412@comcast.net

CHUCK’S TRIP
Picture essay by Chuck Niederriter
Can you guess where before turning the page?
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HEADED NORTH!
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THEN SOUTH...

AND FINALLY, BACK AT
SAN FRAN!
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MY GPS IS CONFUSED? ...CONTINUED FROM THE MARCH ISSUE WHERE WE LEFT OUR STALWART RIDERS IN
FOG WITH AN H-7 HEADLIGHT BULB IN HAND.

A new H7 for the Taxi.
Let’s Ride. But first we need to say “Ride Safe” to the fire guy. His calendar skills are not as sharp as we would have
liked: he was due back in the “Burgh” for a family graduation. Seems his nephew completed ARMY boot camp.
Thanks for your service lad! As with any Rally there’s always someone from the area that maps out a route or two.
We decided to take advantage of one called “Yahoo Falls”. Since I owed my head light helpers and I was first up with
gear on I led the way. Using my GPS to track is a nice feature: just zoom in on the map view and the display will
actually show enough road detail for upcoming turns and intersections. The directions were outstanding and I only
got the group separated once when we crossed another road twice and I took the second turn and not the first. At
least I think that’s what happened. We caught up together and made up for it in no time.

Gear off. Lets Hike.
12

This Map won’t fit on a tankbag.

Poison Ivy
13

How about that? What a wonder! Who knew? No Public Restroom!
Let’s find some Ice Cream? There’s only one guy in the group addicted to it because he’s less than a driveway from
one of the best places in New Castle. So yeah - let’s head out and find one. Would you believe it, they wanted our
photo for their website. Nice family-run business.

7 World Famous 4Winds Riders Visit the Dairy Bar.
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A key moment here - this guy does not have his iPhone out.
Saturday Rally dinner. Yeah, I know: all we do is eat, but what the heck. Steak, baked potato, …did I say steak?
These European Riders throw a great gathering. We walked over a little on the late side, which worked out, as most
everyone had already worked through the line and we were served right away. Found a place to sit and had our way
with the plastic forks. No easy feat cooking that much food for 300 people: it takes some serious planning and club
volunteers – something the 4Winds has tried and dropped some time ago.
Another evening sitting under the stars and talking. Routes, States, Do you know so and so? Where’ve you been and
when you going back? A group of Triumph riders joined us sitting in the open field. Yes a BMW rally but all brands
were well represented. The Thunderdome was off by itself keeping the coolers covered. No fire because the GS guy
is gone and everyone is looking for him. An entire pile of wood left to no good. Bastard! We will get him sorted out in
’09. The Swiss Army Bike he rides gets a new Calendar!
Sunday morning was calm, warm, and had a light breeze blowing across the field. Everyone slept well. Most of the
rally attendees began packing. Coffee and Donuts. Three of our riders where part of that thinking. The Farkle King,
Doctor, and Mr. Sunburn had some tarmac to burn for home. Not an undoable ride in one day. For the rest of us, it
was just the beginning as we had made plans with the organizers to stay another day and leave on Monday. With this
being a public park, we wanted to be sure our campsite would not be considered abandoned while we were gone for a
day of riding. The folks down here really know what friendly is. Nothing seemed out of the question. Well there was
that pole dancing?
A quick review of our semi planned route and we, Bubba, MacGyver, and Capt Tso rode off with the entire day set
aside for riding. Nothing fancy just a “Hey lets see where this takes us” attitude. After a while we found ourselves in a
great area called Cumberland Falls State Park. The roads impressive with wide sweepers and elevation changes:
great scenery. As we approached the turn in to the Falls parking lot, something struck me as familiar. It looked like
another place we may have been to …or could it be…nah… wait, yes it is: we’ve been here before, all four of us.
What the hell are we doing back here? No do over's, we’re better than this. Or are we? As we coasted to a stop all
four side by side I lifted my flip front helmet and said “We’ve been here before”. Now the looks on the others’ faces
was, to say the least, impressive, as the brain cells begin to fire up; and slowly the yes nods began. In need of a break
15

anyway this was a good as any place else so we dismounted, stored our gear and I walked up to the Visitors Center.
We found ourselves just meandering around with nothing new to look at since we’ve been here before. It was a good
opportunity to pick up one of those useless knick-knacks that women fuss about. A couple of bills shorter in the wallet
I immerged and could not find the others. Each of us was just killing time and stretching our legs. Several minutes
passed by and we slowly regrouped with most of the other visitors giving us funny looks – while we still had our riding
pants on, we must have looked like we belonged on a ski slope in 80 degree weather. Having left the campground
without anything to eat we choose the Riverview Restaurant just up the road and another curiousity there was the fact
that the restaurant was hit by a Tornado the week before. So, interested in the damage and something to eat, this
was the place for us. Trees in precarious states of dismemberment, or lying along the road showed us the way up the
hill to the parking lot. Nice menu, and they are a supporter of the Kentucky Proud program utilizing locally grown
meats and produce when available.
Kentucky is one great state. They have excellent roads and scenery. There are attractions everywhere and it’s got
an historic flavor to it that makes it interesting to visit. We continued riding with no idea when we wanted to return to
the campground. Everyone took a turn leading and when it came time to figure out where we where, we pulled over
and reviewed local maps and our GPS. Total riding for the day exceeded 8 hours and we slowly worked our way
back into Burkesville. With supplies on the narrow side, we decided to visit the local Pizza Hut where we could take in
the days riding and recap the weekend events. We rode back to the campground and found our sites as we left them.
Another night enjoying the stars, and sharing a laugh or two. We were all having trouble with heavy eyes, and before
long, we said good night. I know we all slept great with so much road noise in our heads.
Monday morning came with the usual banter of “Hey wake so and so up,” and ” What’s he still doing asleep?” We did
a lazy job of packing. No one was anxious to get going. Riding home is such a bitch. It was a decent day burning
tread on the interstate with only gas and goes. The same applied to the Mississippi resident. We touched base that
evening to see if everyone got home OK, and the first thing we both said to each other was “Where did the weekend
go?”
Put the ERR on your list!! …. And leave the GPS at home or take someone along with a Tank Bag with a Map Pocket.
It works out either way!!!

"The End"

MEMBER’S TRAVELS
As some of you already know. Four Winds member, Ron Kranz, travels
around with his bike and a trailer. The following is a diary-type account of
one of his rides that I received via that wonderful technology, e-rnail. ...Walt.

Today is Monday, Feb. 15th and I Just returned from Death Valley. I got up early Sat morning and rode the 350 miles. Other than the
winds, the climate is perfect for motorcycling. Even after dark, it
does not become bone chilling. No electric vest is needed for me,
although local riders required the vest.
Death Valley is the largest National Park in the U.S. The terrain
is mostly gravel with a few sand dunes scattered about. There are
large flat areas surrounded by mountains. The mountains appear as
hills, but ascending proves otherwise, as the elevation pops your
ears. Each mountain has its own color, composition, and striking
appearance. The Twenty Mule Team section brings back memories.
The Airheads and NorCal BMW Riders were camped out at Fur-
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nace Creek. A friend, Jerry, was with the Airheads, which is where I
set up. The temperature went down to 35 degrees, but was no problem once the sleeping bag was zipped up.
Sunday morning, Jerry and I went to breakfast and attended the
NorCal meeting. Jerry headed home and I toured Death Valley. By
chance, I wound up on CA 95 into Nevada. To my surprise, a brothel
appeared, offering free coffee. I take out my camera for a shot of the
place, but decline the coffee--too weak and may succumb to temptation.
Around 2:30 P.M. I left the Park for home. Going through San
Bernadino, a sign appeared, Chaparrals, where I used to order motorcycle tires. It was now 7:30 P.M. and I found a Motel 6 so I could
visit the store in the morning. I ended up purchasing 2 Dunlop 491s.
Metzlers cost more, and I heard good reports about the dual compounds of the Dunlops. Time will tell. With 4/32nds remaining on
the treads, it was a hard decision. My experience has been for the
last tread to disappear quickly and riding on the cords is nerve-racking.

...Enjoying the climate and the easy life.
Saturday, Feb.20th, another beautiful. sunny, warm day. My
cousin, his daughter, and my father pick me up and we do an errand
run to Sycuan Casino, then take a different way back to San Diego
and Balboa Park. We stop at the Model Railroad exhibit and next,
the Motorcycle-Car exhibit. The model trains were fine, but the auto
show was fantastic. This weekend was for motorcycles in particular.
Lots and lots of Beemers, including a 1923 model. To top off the
BMWs, was a 1999 Kl200LT and the RIIS and the Rl2 Cruiser. The
cars were equally represented also. A tucker engine that was never
produced was displayed: a flat 6 cylinder, 5"x 5" bore and stroke
with hydraulic valve action. ...So much to see and do ... someday.
Other than the climate, living here is the same as home. Waking
up to blue sky and bright sun is invigorating. Even a gloomy day is
not bad. It is February, winter, and by April the weather will be perfect every day. A leather Jacket will be required for safety and comfort.
Right outside of town are two lane, twisty, country roads, lots of
hills and turns, plus scenery. The beach is very close, should you
desire.
More risqué is Black Beach. Nudist only. Longing for snow? No
problem. It’s less than an hour away. Desolate, sandy desert? An
hour away.
Chores never completely go away. The van developed a “miss”
at idle and starting out. I installed those fancy new $6 plugs. Surely,
they are good and the plug wires are at fault. With the aid of my
cousin and the Navy Exchange store, 1 purchased new wires. Still,
an ugly job awaits me ...
Feb.27th. Another great weekend: 72 degrees, blue sky with
high cirrus clouds scattered about. I leave Chula Vista on Telegraph
road. Soon, the suburbs and homes stop and all is as it’s supposed to
be. Otay Lake is in view, where the Olympic Training Center is located. The two lane road winds along the lake, then off into the hills.
The hills are green in “February” with large bolders strewn about.
Vegetation is abundant, but low in height, typical of the west, as
water is sparse.
I am now riding along a fast, surging creek making its way to the
lake. The turns of the road are getting sharper as I begin to ascend
the hills, winding and twisting upward. Not knowing the road, I lay
back and enjoy the scenery.
Before intersecting with CA 94, I approach a camp ground. It
would be nice to move my van here and spend some time in the hills.
An RV Show is going on. I tour through some of the motor homes,
fantasizing about the possibilities. Realizing their cost, I return to
reality and head out on CA 94.
This is an old highway, and it passes through some small communities. There are cafes with motorcycles parked at their doors.
There are all types of motorcycles, with Harley dominating. The community of Campo is nearing as I pass CA 188. This leads to Tecate,
MX, only ten miles south to the border. As you enter Campo, there is
a railroad depot of yesteryear. Today it is used as a tourist attraction.
On weekends. a steam locomotive is used to take you on a journey
into the past. A diesel engine is used during the week, but real train
buffs pass on that. Campo, as with other communities, is just that.
They are not towns, for there is nothing commercial: no banks, stores,
gas stations. A home, or two, maybe a cafe. Maybe someday this area
will be developed, but for now you can live there in solitude.
Dusk is approaching, and I see a sign for I8. Buckman Springs
Rd leads the way, A long, flat, two-lane, straight road, and I finally
shift into fifth gear. Fifty miles back to San Diego is the sign for
entering I8. Still enough daylight to use my dark shield as I ride into

the setting sun. Crossing over the mountain, elevation 4500 feet.,
Viejas Casino and Outlet Center exit approaches. A new, very large,
Indian complex. Maybe someday.
Looking for I805 as EI Cajon is behind me. The exit for I805 is
an elevated, one and a half lane bridge. Very very, high and banked
sharply. The radius looks intimidating, but cars do not slow down.
Oh well, hunker down and pray. The turn is sharp, but with the bank,
is easier than it looks. Something to get used to.
Back in Chula Vista again, I visit my father. He prepares me
dinner as I tell him of my day. My ride for this day covered 140
miles… .. and tomorrow?

RON

WEST BREAKFAST RIDE
3/14/2009
Ralph Meyer
Walt Halaja, who usually covers the West Breakfast Ride so someone will be there, having been ‘volunteered’ by the board a couple of
years (ages?) ago, told me a while back that he woudn’t be at this
breakfast ride because marching as part of the Pittsburgh Firefighters’
Honor Guard in the St. Paddie’s day parade trumped even Bob Evans’
sunshine skillet. Because of that, I didn’t know whether anyone
would be coming, so I figured I’d wait until Saturday morning and
check the web site to see if anyone had thrown their hat in the ring
for the ride. When I checked, Greg Levain said he’d be there, as had
Jack Bramcamp, so I figured the ride was on.
Decided this morning, because I’d been late a couple of times, to
see how long it took me to get suited up and on the road. Figuring 15
minutes to get on the duds and have the bike out, garage door closed,
and engine running ready to go in gear, I discovered I was wrong.
Having started to put on the duds at 7:45 so as to be rolling by 8:00,
I discovered, as I punched the RT into 1st, that the time on the dashboard said 8:15. Ooops. A half hour... to get the gear on, fill the
water bottle, get the camera, connect the GPS, put the helmet and
gloves on, back the bike out, close and lock the garage door, and fire
up the boxer. Sheesh! ...no wonder I had been late.
Fortunately, when I got rolling and the GPS managed to find
sufficient sattelites to catch up with where I was after I’d punched in
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to take me to the West B-Ride the fastest way, that its “ETA at Destination” read 8:46, and dropped to 8:45 when I got on I-79 South
and had rolled a few miles at 65-75 Oomph.
Got to Bob Evans bang on time according to the GPS’s ETA to
find just about everybody there ahead of me: Jack “the Blue Knight”
Bramcamp, Carl Hartz, Ron “Reddy K” Latkovic, Greg Lievan,
“Cap’n” Dave Manfredo, Tom Myers, and Paul “PW” White. Everybody beat me there again... but I was saved by the bell... well,
actually by a black GS, as, after we had all gotten inside and got a
table, Dave “2 Spark” McLaughlin, rolled in. I wasn’t the last man
at the bar after all.
In any event, after a nice breakfast, and the usual valuable tirekicking (motorcyclists, being great people, share all kinds of good
information with one another I’ve found), several of us had to head
out to various places, but five of us, PW, Dave Manfredo, Dave
McLaughlin, Greg Lievan, and I decided to ride downtown and ogle
the St. Patrick’s Day parade. After all, several BMW riders we knew
of were firefighters marching in it. PW knows downtown like the
back of his hand and even has a pass to Gateway Center parking, so
that’s where he led us by a somewhat circuitous route as Pittsburgh’s
Finest had some of the roads into downtown blocked off for the parade. A sharp U-turn to test our bike handling skills and get us
headed the way we needed on one street and a sharp curve or so
more, and we landed at the parking garage, whose signs claimed it to

be full up. However, PW’s Pass got 3 of us in before the entry gate
came back down, and the guard on duty, once he saw my friends had
found a corner to park the bikes in, reset the entrance gate so it
didn’t read “Parking Lot Full” and thus allowed me to get a ticket
that raised the gate and let me pass too. Greg Lievan had been behind me, and meantime must have turned around to go or park elsewhere, because we lost him there, but PW, Dave Manfredo, 2 Spark,
and I got the bikes parked in a nice corner that was an easy walk to
the lower end of the parade route, where we were regaled with watching countless politicians parading by with their supporters, along
with several nice bagpipe bands of the Sheriff’s deputies, the Pittsburgh Police, and, of course, the Firefighters. I think there were
more firefighters in the parade than the deputies and the police had.
The greatest number of individual paraders, though, appeared to be
the Pols and their various supporters. Green was well in attendance.
After the Firefighters piped their way to the end of the route, we
had a nice chat with Walt, who was one of the flagbearers, and Capt.
Jerry Hirshfeld and another friend who was a former Motor Policeman who transferred over into firefighting. Jerry runs an R1500R
and the other gentleman was a dyed-in-the-wool ‘Wing’ fan—who
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said he’d owned 8 or 10 Gold Wings, was without one at present, but
was planning on the purchase of another shortly. After a bit more
tire kicking the four of us headed back to the garage to the bikes, but
2 Spark, said, that having gotten his bike parked, he planned on
hanging around a bit and seeing what else was going on. PW, Dave
Manfredo, and I headed out for home with Dave leading, with he and
PW splitting off as I headed for the bridge leading to I-279 north to
Wexford and thence to Bakerstown. A foine day, me lads and lasses
for the wearin’ and marchin’ o’ the green, if I do say so meself.

RALPH
Continued from page 6

The assault on all my senses can be overwhelming. Even my
helmet, new at the end of the year, feels funny. It took us about
fifteen minutes to escape the ever-growing urban sprawl in the
South-Hills (Don’t EVEN get me started!) and then we were
leaning into turns in places where the livestock outnumber the
people. Riding down the road, the surroundings become more
vivid than when riding in a car. The red buds on the maple trees,
the bright green of the new growth against the brown decay of
winter. Even those damn Easter egg trees and inflatable bunnies
can’t spoil this day. People are outside with their wheelbarrows,

chainsaws, and even garden hoses getting rid of the debris and
grime of a long (and, at the risk of being repetitive), LONG winter. Early harbingers of warmer weather are everywhere: fat
robins, crocuses and daffodils, women in tank tops and construction workers with no shirts. AHHHHI Spring! I close my eyes
for a minute (It’s okay. I’m a passenger, remember?) and inhale
deeply. Even the air smells different than it did a few weeks
ago. You can actually smell the freshly plowed earth. It’s definitely a time of rebirth. As we fly down the road, I feel the old
layers peeling away. I can actually feel myself getting younger. I
think that motorcycling just may be the fountain of youth. Sean
has a shirt that says, “You don’t stop riding because you get old.
You get old because you stop riding.” We’re going to live forever!
Keep your eyes on the road!
Nancy
2) BOB HIGDON TO SPEAK AT APRIL MEETING!!! Writer,
Bob Higdon will be speaking at the Four Winds BMW regular
club. meeting at Natoli’s Restaurant in Mc Candless, Twp. on
April 17, 1999. He will be answering YOUR questions! Plan to
join us. Dinner at 6 PM , meeting at 7 PM.
3) Jeff Dunkle contributed a rally report of the Georgia Mountain
Rally (Please note I will try to get this posted on our web-site in
April, or if you would like a copy, let me know at
wbhalaja@msn.com)

Shinnamon, Beth Ann Brady, Ed Tatters, Dan Rudert, Rick Keller,
whose combined mileage of 67,110 miles helped to make Pennsylvania 5th in the BMW Owners News Mileage contest!
5) From the March Minutes Via Fred Maskrey:
A. Treasurer’s report given with a balance of $7068.17.
B. Ideas for charity support from the club should be submitted to
any board member.
C. We are still looking for speakers for our meetings, if you have
any ideas please pass them on to the board!
D. A motion was made to cancel the July club meeting because of
conflicts with the MOA etc.. But the motion was tabled till a
later date.
C. Guests were Ken & Dave Bradberry, Tim Walsh, Kyla Cronin,
and Alexander Smith
D. The evening program was an introduction to the Charitable Foundation for the MOA presented by Clark Luster and Dave and
Rebecca Celento, which was very interesting
F. Steve and Terry Goldring are moving to Columbia, S. Carolina.
The club will miss them very much, but wishes them the best!

4) Congratulations to Clark Luster, Al Vangura, Ron Kranz, Lou

AT THE

WALT

MAP TO THE MEETING
ROCHESTER INN HARDWOOD GRILL

From the North or from the South on I-79, or from the South on I-279.
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Four Winds BMW Riders
c/o Ralph Meyer, Editor
6056 Meadow Lane
Bakerstown, PA 15007-9720

DIRECTIONS TO THE MEETING:

HOW DO I JOIN
FOUR WINDS BMW
RIDERS?
To join, come to a meeting and introduce
yourself. Meetings are listed here in the
Newsletter and in the schedule of events
on the Web Site, www.4windsbmw.org.
Membership dues are $15 per year for primary membership, and $7.50 per year for
associate members residing in the same
household as a primary member.
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The April 18th, 2009 regular meeting will be held from 2:00 PM* to 5:00
PM at The Rochester Inn Hardwood Grill 505 Rochester Rd., Pittsburgh,
PA 15237. Ph: 412.364.8166.
From the North: Get on I-79 S and drive south. Take exit 72 to the left
onto I-279 S towards Pittsburgh. Take exit 15 to the right onto Camp
Horne Road and turn left out of the exit onto Camp Horne Rd. Stay
straight onto Lowries Run Rd (the Green Belt). Keep left off Lowries
Run Road onto Rochester Rd (the Green Belt). Arrive at the Rochester
Inn Hardwood Grille on your left.
From the South on I-79: Get on I-79 N and drive north. After crossing the
Ohio River Bridge, take exit 68 to the right onto Mt Nebo Road. Keep
right onto Mt Nebo Rd and turn left onto Lowries Run Road (the Green
Belt). Keep left onto Rochester Rd (the Green Belt). Arrive at the
Rochester Inn Hardwood Grille on your left.
From the South on I-279: Get on I-279 N and drive north through and out
of town. North of town, Take exit 15 to the right onto Camp Horne Rd.
Take ramp to the right towards US-19/Perrysville. Follow Camp Horne
Rd East straight onto Lowries Run Rd (the Green belt). Keep left onto
Rochester Rd (the Green Belt). Arrive at the Rochester Inn Hardwood
Grille N40 32.141 W80 03.059 On your left.
GPS coordinates of Rochester Inn Hardwood Grille: N40 32.141 W80
03.059
*The board will meet at 1:00PM

